1992 mini cooper

Lovely Car â€” Soooo much fun :D lovely little car: great handlng could do with a bit more
power as its only a cc and with only 19, miles on the clock im not planning on changing it, but
looks lovely and is alot of fun, reccomnd to anyone who doesnt need practicality, but the car is
easy to maintain and turns heads. CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the tools
to find you a great deal. Minis Are Fun Cars To Have â€” its a cc mayfair covered in union jacks
with 12inch minilight alloys. Cons: handles really well gets the girls looking. Mini â€” Its
amazingly fun and its a classicly british car which isnt just a hobby but also a whole way of life
as well. The way that anyone can have one as well wether you are acing round the monte carlo
rally or nipping to the shops. The last cooper working with a carb. Performance : stock power is
61 bhp but can be easily upgraded to much, much more decent levels. The cc is torkey and
makes a unique sound. Build quality : horrible, but this is why you buy an older mini for.
Appearance : Red with its white roof : a head turner. Cost of ownership : fuel efficent, low
insurance and infinitely high amounts of fun. Possibly The Best Car Ever Invented â€” yerr i
know its small, but its really fun to drive and the handling is amazing i havnt yet got mine to
understeer. Read More. This is a Mini Classic! I could not say a bad word about my Precious ;
Acceleration, breaking and handling are fun producing factors and as far as joy-from-ride is
concerned, I could not imagine to Its got excellent handling due to it being about as small as a
shoe, its light and nippy. Build quality does leave something to be desired in the simple fact that
there can be some severe rust spots Just a lille go cart. Can take corners like no other car can.
But it is not the safest car to driv. It is totaly up to you if you loos control to get et back.
Amazing car to own out accerlerates many bigger engined cars at least to 40mph amazing
round corners has tonnes of grip. Has issues with build quality and realiability but always puts
a smile on my Dont like that its in need of repair Like that its jap import so very little rust
performance is great cause it a 1. As you can see he has lots of stainless and chrome
accessories which shine beautifully in the sun! Have you driven a Rover Mini? Rank This Car.
User Reviews. Displaying all Rover Mini reviews reviews. Jack writes:. Pros: The ICE. Cons:
Small engine. Is this helpful? Yes No. Anthony writes:. Pros: Its a mini! Cons: Rust. Is this
review helpful? Oliviero writes:. Pros: handling, speed sensation, braking. Cons: there's always
something to fix. Lewis writes:. Pros: we'd be here all day. Cons: none. Reviews From Other
Years. Read all 3 Rover Mini reviews. Read all 4 Rover Mini reviews. Read all Rover Mini
reviews. Other Years. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Mini in your area? Cons: Rust Is
this review helpful? Cons: there's always something to fix 1 of 1 people found this review
helpful. Pros: we'd be here all day Cons: none Is this review helpful? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Contact with sales rep was informative. Salesman
was very accommodating and went above and beyond to make this deal happen. Bought site
unseen. I received a very prompt reply from dealer once I requested information. Upon arrival at
agreed time, the clean vehicle was waiting for the test drive. The overall experience from the
vehicle purchasing process, right from the salesperson, finance , insurance staff and friendly
atmosphere was a experience I never found before at any dealer. I would highly recommend
usage of this dealer in future for further dealings, service etc. Manager Erin and her team were
on the ball to get me a good deal. Highly recommended. I have since dealt locally and
purchased a Mazda CX5. Lovin' the vehicle. Great place to shop for a good used vehicle. We're
working on a vehicle now with them and it's been great how they've explained the finer details
to us about what to look for when buying used. Very professional and courteous and Anastasia
did the checks for us and printed off the paperwork showing the details. You won't be
disappointed!! I travelled there from Squamish to see a car. I pulled up to an automobile
graveyard full of cars crammed bumper to bumper in the lot. The car I was excited to see, as it
sparkled in the add - was tucked in the corner, impossible to get out, four flat tires and very
ravaged by the time that was not represented in the add. The whole trip was a fantastic
three-hour tour of greater Vancouver. I wish I could give it an 8th of a star - only because, as
promised, they technically had "cars". The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy another
one! Not make sense to me. Quick responses to my questions, and Debbie was super helpful
during my test drive. Car was great, first Mini I had driven, but ended up not buying this
standard Cooper as I wanted more oooompf and ended up buying a Cooper S a few days later.
Will come back to Auto West for service! The salesman that I met was very helpful and really
was willing to make the deal happen. Unfortunately when we went to look at the vehicle it had
two dirty coffee cups and an empty pack of smokes in it. Opened the door to a smell of an
ashtray. I felt bad as he looked embarrased that one of the other salesmen took it out for the
weekend and did not have the courtesy of cleaning up his or her mess. Go North Surrey Gm
was fantastic! Super helpful, friendly staff. No pressure to make decisions. Larry Zhao was my
sales consultant, he was genuine, fun to deal with and an all around great guy. Super relaxed,
not pushy. Contacted me right away and offered to answer any questions I had about the car I

was looking at. Linda was great, brought me the car to look at, filled out all the paperwork so all
I had to do was sign on the dotted Kuhn when she brought the car back! Quick reply. Travel
restrictions due to virus temporarily put end to my auto search for now. Will certainly contact
seller later. Never purchased from them. I got a much better trade in value at another dealer.
Salesman was nice. Dealership is impressive. Large selection. No pressure, honest approach
was refreshing. Deo our salesman, was great throughout the whole process and made the
negotiations stress free. I had asked about some features on the vehicle and the salesperson
told me to go google it. Offering nearly 40 miles to the gallon in a distinctive package with
plenty of pep and agility, the latest generation of this half-a-century-old world-renowned star is
an eco-friendly miniature amusement park. It's not perfect, but those who prefer distinctive style
and don't mind the hard ride, road noise, cramped cargo space and comical back seat are sure
to find a big win in this little car. The edition provides a few more ponies under its diminutive
hood than previous models, plus a cosmetic touch-up alongside steering torque tweaks, newly
optional adaptive headlights, and newly standard HD and satellite radio. Additional sound
insulation this year makes an attempt to block out more road noise, but the end result offers
little improvement. The familiar Cooper, Cooper S and John Cooper Works JCW trims return
again this year, each available as a 2-door coupe or convertible with a 6-speed manual by
default or a 6-speed automatic optional for all but the JCW. Although it may not look like much
on paper, the Base's hp 1. Opting for a convertible will cost another 2 mpg and slow down
acceleration somewhat due to its slightly bigger wheels. The Cooper's Sport package adds inch
wheels on the hatchback and inch wheels on the convertible, fog lights, traction control, a
spoiler, sport seats and hood stripes. The Cooper S adds inch wheels, firmer suspension
tuning, fog lights, sport seats and alloy pedals. The Cooper S Sport package adds inch wheels,
xenon headlights, traction control and hood stripes. The John Cooper Works includes a more
powerful turbo engine, upgraded brakes and cloth upholstery. If your Cooper just isn't
customized enough with these factory options, the dealer has several other features on hand to
further mold it into your very own MINI dream machine. Although its crash test ratings are not
the best in the industry, the Cooper holds up pretty well with a strong complement of safety
features from airbags to rollover bars, and drivers commend its ability to come out of an
accident relatively unscathed despite its obvious size disadvantage. This is one unforgettable
little oddball with a lot of love for the right driver - some even describe it as a "pet they can
drive" with few detriments worth mentioning. The Mini first landed on UK soil in as a
fuel-efficient answer to the region's oil crises and a super-compact companion on tight British
roads with room for 4 adults and their luggage. Fortunately it was also very light, since the
original hp engine almost certainly wasn't going to make it up any real hill on its own, but that's
probably why only 20, Minis were produced in its first years. By , however, the Mini had
achieved stardom, and no fewer than , were produced in each of the following 15 years by the
British Motor Corp. The Mini Cooper debuted for , and for a short while it was an American
counter-culture favorite. The lineup up to that point was largely hit or miss, with a few
anniversary bright spots and a slow progression toward modernity, although it always has been
and still is a sharp little number - in both maneuverability and style. The latest chapter in the
MINI Cooper's long life tells a tale of impeccable German engineering indelibly married to
irresistible British charm. However, like all marriages, it took a few years and a lot of elbow
grease to make the MINI what it is today. The first-generation modern MINI hatchback was
produced from to , at first as Cooper and sporty Cooper S models, with the convertible arriving
for and sticking through The baseline hp engine was enough move the Cooper adequately
enough, but the hp supercharged Cooper S was easily the favorite. A few updates for '04 offered
a more comfortable three-spoked steering wheel and digital speedometer, and the hp John
Cooper Works debuted for '05 alongside the convertible, some style updates and an engine
tweak for the Cooper S resulting in 5 more ponies. This generation however suffers from
constant squeaks and rattles out of its loosely constructed body, and the optional continuously
variable automatic transmission CVT seriously held back performance over the manual. Taller
drivers should also note this generation lacks a telescoping steering wheel, although there is
surprisingly ample legroom otherwise. The second generation began for the hatchback as a
model, while the convertible ran with its first-generation setup until , when the John Cooper
Works also made a comeback on the new build. The ride was made softer, the body made more
solid, the steering made less tiresome at low speeds, and the engines were more refined with
significantly better fuel economy. The original engines were not quite as powerful as the latest
models, starting out at hp for the Base and hp for the turbo Cooper S, moving to hp and hp
respectively for , with the John Cooper Works still running on the same hp it did for its '09
re-introduction. The overhaul likewise addressed the torque steer in the Cooper S and some
quirks with the interior decorating. Just prior to that overhaul, the MINI Camden and MINI

Mayfair special editions were loaded with cutesy features like a "Mission Control" system and
in-car voices for certain vehicle functions along with special trim and style. Cruise control and a
multifunction steering wheel were only optional prior to , and until '09 so was stability control.
So far there do not appear to be any significant changes for the lineup, and certainly not
anything like a new generation to address the presently hard and noisy ride, despite the
insulation added for Still, it is one adorable little spitfire with plenty of character for any driver
desiring something a bit more distinctive and tailored. Only the '02 and '07 model years are
affected by these shortcomings, with every single other model year having an impeccable track
record. The first generation was loosely constructed however, without the improved
suspension, steering and power of the latest generation and so may be worth avoiding
altogether - but do definitely steer clear of the CVT and larger tires. This includes the '07 and '08
convertibles, which were built as a first-gen even as the rest of the lineup was brought into the
second generation for ' Despite those shortcomings, you will have to look far and wide for a
genuine bargain - don't be tempted by unusually low sticker prices, as these are likely
exceptionally frugal in the feature department. As for the second generation, stability control
became standard for '09, and cruise control along with the multifunction steering wheel became
standard for ' The improves on road noise and steering torque alongside a few cosmetic
touches, but every year aside from the '07 is absolutely worth every penny. The '09 model year
is ripe for bargains, being just a hair underpriced and overlooked for the '10 Camden and
Mayfair special editions, but demand for this beautiful little buggy is only going up, so any
bargain is not going to last very long. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius
25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. MINI Cooper. Email me price drops and new listings
for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information.
Read more. When we were growing up, my dad frequently took my brother and me go-karting.
Sitting low to the ground on a tiny frame, feeling the wind in my face, racing around paved
tracks no doubt set the stage. The MINI Cooper adds a 4-door variant for those looking for more
doors, but not necessarily more functionality. The basic MINI formula is all there: smaller
stature, quirky styling, and plenty of. For my next car, however, I may consider the MINI S 4 door
hardtop, as the back hatch on the 4 door hardtop seems that it might be easier to live with than
the barn doors of the Clubman. Fun car to drive. The quirky instrument display and settings
takes getting used to but functional. Really dont like not being able to manually check the oil
level. The electronic oil check just doesnt instill confidence. Its really a two seater as the rear
seats are best for storage or pe Good lookin and and good performance. A little road and wind
noise and maybe too loud exhaust. Why Use CarGurus? Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist.
This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fe
99 accord main relay
1999 ford taurus engine diagram
4 guys fire truck wiring diagram
es. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list
layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 16, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Condition is "Used". Back to home page
Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian
provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 16, PST.
Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
Seller: speedster39 45 Seller's other items.

